HIFA – SUPPORT-SYSTEMS thematic discussion

Report

Abstract
Between May 9 – June 6 2022, Healthcare Information for All (HIFA) organised an online thematic discussion focused on how decision-making processes for health systems strengthening and universal health coverage can be made more inclusive, responsive and accountable. Specifically, the discussion revolved around questions about why civil society participation in health policy processes is important, HIFA members’ experiences with participating in health policy processes, the type of evidence and knowledge that civil society can provide, the main drivers and barriers to uptake of such evidence, and promising practices for creating greater space for civil society participation in health policy processes. We conducted a thematic analysis to analyse the discussion list contributions. This analysis is informing the SUPPORT-SYSTEMS research project.

Background
SUPPORT-SYSTEMS is a three-year project funded by the Research Council of Norway. It is exploring the question 'How can decision-making processes for health systems strengthening and universal health coverage be made more inclusive, responsive and accountable?' The project focuses on the extent to which actively involving civil society voices and other stakeholders can promote equity and humanise decision-making processes for universal health coverage and promote equity. The project is situated within the discourses around complex policymaking processes for health systems, informing these processes with evidence, and fostering civil society's agency and participation within these processes.

Methods
In March 2022, HIFA established a working group drawn from existing HIFA members and members of the SUPPORT-SYSTEMS project team. The project group discussed and agreed upon five questions to help structure the HIFA discussion. These questions were:

1. What does civil society participation in health policy mean and why is it important to have civil society participation in health policy processes?
2. Have you ever participated, either through a civil society organization or as an individual, in health policy processes at a national or sub-national level? What was your experience?
3. Can you share examples of the role of civil society organizations in policymaking at national or sub-national levels?
4. What do you think are the different types of evidence that civil society can provide, that otherwise would not be considered? What are the main drivers and barriers to uptake and use of such evidence?
5. From your perspective, what are promising practices for creating greater space for civil society participation in health policy processes and for using evidence from civil society more effectively to improve health policymaking for UHC at national and global level?

Four members of the SUPPORT-SYSTEMS HIFA working group shared responsibility for monitoring and keeping track of the discussion. They produced (1) a full compilation of the contributions; (2) a long edit (relevant content organised under headings) and; (3) a thematic analysis of the contributions. The thematic analysis broadly involved reading and getting familiar with the contributions, and assigning the contributions with labels (e.g., 'codes' and 'themes') representing a central concept or message. Several contributions could fall under the same theme. The five questions were used as overarching categories under which specific themes were organized. Preliminary themes were shared with other working group members before further refining and finalising the themes.

Results
HIFA members made a total of 80 contributions to the discussion list. The participants were from 11 countries: Canada, Croatia, DR Congo, India, Iraq, Nigeria (3), Norway, South Africa, Tanzania, UK (2),
Venezuela. Appendix 1 lists all the references to reports and peer-reviewed articles made by the contributions to the discussion. In the summary below, some of these references have been included when participants used them to support their contributions.

**What does civil society participation in health policy mean and why is it important to have civil society participation in health policy processes?**

**Civil society plays a multi-dimensional role in health policy processes**

When discussing why it is important to have civil society participation in health policy processes, contributors emphasized a wide range of dimensions that contribute to improvements in people’s lives. Some of these were overlapping in nature. They described how civil society representatives can take on:

- **An advocacy** role, by promoting the voice of patients and calling for access and strengthened quality of health services
- **A service delivery** role, by improving access for poor and hard-to-reach populations (for example people in rural areas) to high-quality preventive and curative services, including affordable drugs. A **governance** role, by increasing the demand for well-managed, high quality primary health care services and holding governments accountable for their ‘stewardship’\(^1\) role in the health system
- **An empowerment** role, by enhancing the capacity and agency of people to prevent and manage their health conditions, including empowering people with access to evidence and information needed to participate in their health care and make health care decisions
- **An evidence-to-policy** role, by representing an important mechanism for generating local evidence - such as experiential knowledge on how health system works or evidence on the needs, values and preferences of healthcare users and other community members – into decision making processes
- **A implementation** role, by contributing to knowledge about what works and what doesn’t work
- **A cross-sectoral role**, since CSOs can have greater flexibility to engage across sectors to address cross-cutting health issues, such as those shaped by social determinants like poverty

For example, on service delivery, one contributor shared an example from Nigeria on how a civil society organization contributed to bring health promotion activities to scale during the first HIV day in a specific region:

”One experiential example that comes to mind immediately is that the first HIV Day Event in Cross River State, Nigeria on 1st December 2004 was successfully planned and executed within 4-weeks, involving almost all the 3.1 million citizens, because we engaged a civil society organization called WAAM (Women Arise And Move). The CSO had one or more representatives in every town, village, hamlet in the state that enabled it to take our plans and messages to every state citizen.” (Health systems practitioner, Nigeria)

**What is meant by “civil society” needs critical evaluation and interpretation must be sensitive to context**

Contributors presented several definitions of civil society, moving from broader to more specific definitions. The broadest, which is also the standard definition found in the literature, defines civil society as representing “a social sphere separate from both the state, the market and the family” (Greer et al., 2017). This definition does not tie civil society representation to organizations; thus participation of individual members of the public also constitute ‘civil society participation’. Moreover, contributors emphasized that this standard definition ignores the relationship different kinds of civil society actors may have to powerful interests, both in government and industry. Accordingly, specific definitions offered by contributors stressed the need to pay attention to specific variables when defining civil society:

---

The different types of actors (e.g., patient-based, professional, faith-based, social justice focused)

The level at which they operate

The power they hold

For example, the SUPPORT-SYSTEMS project had initially expressed an interest in studying the experiences of:

“not just NGOs and faith-based organisations, but also community groups, patient associations, and professional associations (and more). We are especially interested in civil society at the national, subnational and local levels, although we recognise that international civil society organisations can also play a major role in national policymaking.”
(researcher, Norway)

Several contributors emphasized the need to critically examine the actors included in the definition of “civil society”, providing arguments and empirical examples indicating that what civil society represent is heavily influenced by a setting’s historical, social and political factors. Therefore, there is a need to maintain a “fluid” view of what civil society means instead of relying too heavily on rigid definitions. One contributor expressed this as follows:

“CSOs are [...] not a homogeneous group of organisations just like the communities or the population groups they serve.”
(paediatrician and public health practitioner, India)

Contributors further expressed that civil society organizations could differ in their:

- administrative and professional power, such as health professional associations that issue clinic registrations, individual license and membership fees
- political power, through links to political parties and access to decision-making processes
- focus on equity, such as the extent to which these involved marginalized populations in their operations

Given these and other factors, examining civil society participation in decision-making about UHC should be context-specific. Frequently used terms like “citizen engagement”, “community involvement”, “community participation” and “empowerment” need critical evaluation in terms of the extent to which these truly represent the interests and values of marginalized populations. At the same time, contributors highlighted the need to pay attention to ‘systemic similarities’ between countries across income levels since health systems might share the same approaches to health issues. Contributors questioned whether actors that fulfilled the formal definition of civil society but primarily represented powerful interests through their administrative, professional and political power could truly be seen as ‘civil society’ in the way this concept is conventionally treated. One contributor highlighted that organizations falling under the umbrella “civil society” may play several roles, ranging from activist groups, charities, NGOs, non-profit organizations, private voluntary organizations, social enterprises, social movement organisations, and/or voluntary associations.

Finally, contributors proposed theoretical frameworks such as “networks theory” that have proven useful for examining relationships and interactions between heterogenous organizations.

One contributor cited an Argentinean case study that examined community participation in mental health promotion through a network of institutions (Bang & Stolkiner, 2013). In this case, community participation was understood between organizations that actively participated in joint activities (stakeholders and CSOs). This network was focused on holding events defined and displayed by the community linking to the needs of the neighbourhood and the collective process of health-disease care; therefore, the community’s logic and participation were fully portrayed and understood. The dynamic exchange between the members enabled the creation of novel alternatives for problem-solving. The main reported challenges were faced inequities in involvement, which implied low performance of tasks and responsibilities from the population that did not respond to the established patterns of organization, and feeble generation of participatory channels for proactive decision-making process due to knowledge and power asymmetries.

Conflicting views about civil society’s optimal role in health policy making
One contributor stressed that the involvement of civil society in health policy processes may not necessarily lead to “optimal health policymaking”, understood here as “the best available research evidence is used to inform decision-making, characterized by systematic and transparent access to and appraisal of evidence as an input into the policy-making process.” There’s a risk that civil society promotes evidence that is aligned with their agenda and objectives and thereby risk contributing with a cherry-picked and biased assessment of the evidence base. Moreover, policy makers may be “overwhelmed by a cacophony of demands from 100s of civil society organizations” (clinician and researcher, United Kingdom), thereby motivating the question of what “processes are most effective to enable decision makers while giving voice to civil society organizations?”. One contributor questioned the feasibility of citizen participation in health policy given the knowledge and understanding needed of complicated scientific questions.

**Have you ever participated, either through a civil society organization or as an individual, in health policy processes at a national or sub-national level? What was your experience? Can you share examples of the role of CSOs in policymaking at national or sub-national levels?**

**Institutional structures can create a consistent pathway for broad civil society involvement, collective action and legitimacy of health policy processes**

The examples shared by contributors underscored the importance of strong institutional structures for facilitating civil society involvement in health policy decisions.

One contributor described the role of community groups, patient associations and health professional associations participated in strengthening policy and legislation for mental health through a regional Mental Health Leadership and Advocacy Programme (mhLAP) organized over a 10-year period in five countries: The Gambia, Ghana, Liberia, Nigeria and Sierra Leone. For the annual mhLAP training courses, participation ranged from psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers to service users and CSO and media practitioners especially concerned with human rights as well as government officials and legislators.

After the 10-year period of the mhLAP, a National Stakeholder Council for mental health policy leadership was created (Abdulmalik et al., 2014). These had broad representation from mental health professionals, representatives of service user and caregiver organisations, officials of relevant government departments and agencies, leaders of non-governmental organizations with interest in mental health or human rights issues, and media practitioners. Establishing such a structure created consistent pathways for civil society actors to shape policy and legislation on mental health, and underscored the importance of permanent structures that facilitate civil society participation in health policy formulation:

"The Stakeholder Councils that were activated in each country became effective and credible voices in all of the participating countries, as they were actively engaged in efforts to develop policy and legislation and championing community outreach programmes. For example, mhLAP was noted to have made notable contributions to the processes leading on to the adoption of the Mental Health Policy in Nigeria and the Mental Health Act in Ghana, where the project provided leadership to civil societies and other stakeholders involved. (health sector consultant, Nigeria)

One contributor cited an article examining the contributions of hybrid coalition of international and domestic organisations in scaling up nutrition in Nigeria (Resnick et al., 2022). The contributor described how civil society coalitions “allow civil society organisations to work together in a united front with policymakers” and that “this is a lot easier than policymakers having to deal with dozens or hundreds of approaches from individual CSOs.” Aligned with this view, another contributor highlighted the case of the Health Reform Foundation of Nigeria (HERFON), an indigenous non-governmental organisation (NGO) that over a ten-year period led a broad coalition of stakeholders to get a national health bill signed into law as an Act in 2014, which provides a comprehensive legal framework for the coordination, administration, financing, and governance of health care in Nigeria (Asoka, 2013; Roques, 2011; Tulloch, 2017). The contributor described how HERFON managed to break through the impasse of the Nigerian National Health Bill. It was first proposed in the National
Assembly in 2004 but between 2005 and 2010 underwent six revisions before being passed by the legislature, only to fail receiving the Presidential assent due to unresolved contentious issues.

“Given this impasse and with the passage of the Health Bill becoming a ‘wicked problem’ where the answers are incomplete, contradictory, and set against changing requirements (O’Brien et al., 2008), it necessitated a change of tactics whereby rather than individual organisations acting on their own, a specific coalition of civil society organisations targeted at getting the Bill passed was formed to help navigate the politically volatile environment and manage the diversity of interests. With HERFON as Secretariat, the Health Sector Reform Coalition (HSRC) as it was named became the platform through which concerted efforts were expected to be directed towards sustained advocacy to get the Bill passed and signed into law. It encompassed a diverse and multi-disciplinary range of stakeholders including indigenous health delivery civil society organisations, professional bodies (legal, health sector), International non-governmental organisations (INGOs) and the media. While organising a coalition of this nature to achieve a common goal was a daunting task with individual members still having their respective agendas, the HSRC managed to hold the collective by ‘force of purpose’ to deliver its outcome.” (Health sector consultant, Nigeria)

Similarly, in West African countries working with mental health policies, the establishment of national stakeholder councils with broad representation helped foster legitimacy of the policy-making process.

“The Country Facilitators, as well as these graduates, are guided by priorities set by a wide coalition of stakeholders in the country, creating a unified message, with the legitimacy that comes from such a broad-based constituency. Indeed, the expectation from the leadership course participants is that they become informed advocates for mental health service development in their respective countries.” (Health sector consultant, Nigeria)

**Civil society can play a crucial role in promoting equitable policy options**

Contributors shared empirical examples highlighting the critical role civil society can play in promoting equity impact of policy options, particularly with regards to specific disadvantaged groups. Such examples included

- How persons with mental health issues along with their caregivers in West Africa have become powerful advocates for reducing stigma and discrimination
- The role of the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) in advocacy, evidence generation and empowering the public with evidence to promote equitable access to HIV/AIDS therapeutics (Heywood, 2009; Hoen et al., 2011). One contributor highlighted how TAC’s experience showed different ways civil society use evidence in health policy processes:

  “The use of ‘evidence’ includes making a legal case for policy change based on existing legislation, and of raising awareness among the general public about healthcare and their right to medicines and services. Doubtless the campaign also used the evidence of personal testimony.” (Clinician and researcher, United Kingdom)

- Public Health Protection Network of Kurdistan’s use of evidence to call out abuse of sexual and reproductive health rights of people with disability

**International organizations can play a catalytical role**

One contributor shared how an international organization played a catalytical role in facilitating contributions from local civil society organizations working on mental health, public health and human rights when the Kurdistan region passed a mental health act:

“One of the main facilitators for the successful introduction of the act was the active engagement of an international organisation (HAI). The latter provided financial support for bringing stakeholders together (workshops, meetings, printing materials, etc). But more importantly, it acted as a catalyst for bringing various (sometimes contradictory opinions) together.” (Medical doctor, Iraq/United Kingdom)
What do you think are the different types of evidence that civil society can provide, that otherwise would not be considered? What are the main drivers and barriers to uptake and use of such evidence?

A wide range of information sources shape ‘evidence’ use by civil society

The empirical examples shared by contributors demonstrated that ‘evidence’ from a civil society perspective can include treatment literacy (understanding the major issues related to an illness or disease – such as the science, treatment, side-effects, and guidelines – so that the patient can be more responsible for their own care and will demand their rights when proper care is not available to them) (Smart, 2010), data gathered locally or nationally through for example surveys and interviews, interpretation of routine health data, interpretation of existing research, and legislative and policy knowledge. The value placed on these different sources may not necessarily follow the typical evidence hierarchies, and alternative ways of thinking about evidence suitable for informing health policy decisions could be helpful (Petticrew & Roberts, 2003).

A contributor cited an article examining the experience of the Treatment Action Campaign, whose “starting point was to insist that the excessive pricing of essential medicines by multi-national pharmaceutical companies violated human rights” (Heywood, 2009). While such statements do not feature in conventional evidence frameworks, it was presented as an example of “a profoundly compelling piece of evidence” and “basic, and potentially much more powerful” (clinician and researcher, United Kingdom).

Civil society are uniquely positioned to give voice to populations and inform policy with tacit and local evidence and contributing to prioritization of research needs

Civil society organisations were seen to 'provide' evidence in at least two senses: they can create new knowledge (for example through surveys), and they can highlight information that has been produced by others (for example, they can use the results of a systematic review to make their case)

Civil society was seen as well positioned to undertake surveys, hold public meetings and through other strategies seek the voice of the population or specific groups within a population. At the same time, contributors highlighted the need for critical examination of civil society’s representative role (see the theme “What is meant by "civil society" need critical evaluation and interpretation must be sensitive to local context, dynamics and power asymmetries”).

Using WHO’s recent publication on evidence, policy and impact as a starting point, one contributor highlighted that policy makers needs are usually met by four types of evidence: (1) scientific and codified evidence; (2) tacit evidence; (3) global evidence assembled for example through a systematic review and; (4) local evidence. Civil society could play an especially important role in filling gaps in tacit and local evidence. One contributor defined tacit knowledge in the following way:

"the lived experience of people who have something to share with others, and for all of us to learn collectively. There is the possibility of true insights from such interaction, which may be personal ("I could apply this approach to my setting") or, more rarely, a new collective insight." (clinician and researcher, United Kingdom)

For example, HIFA was seen by one contributors as a forum that could share tacit as well as explicit knowledge, where the latter could take the form of publications and reports. Civil society could also inform policy with ‘co-produced’ knowledge. Another contributor shared Thailand's experience with enforcing a total ban on chrysotile asbestos. Works by Tangcharoensathien et. al. and Kanchanachitra et. al. examined the processes by which co-production of knowledge informed health policy making on
this issue in Thailand (Kanchanachitra et al., 2018; Tangcharoensathien et al., 2021). They distinguish between three key groups of stakeholders and highlight how these bring different expertise and experiences to evidence generation and policy development: (1) the government sector (e.g., policy makers, politicians, local administrative organisations, and government services); (2) people's sector (civil society, communities, and citizens (people's sector) and; (3) knowledge sector (academia, think tanks, and research institutions). Focusing on a cabinet decision to enforce a total ban on chrysotile asbestos, they highlight the role of consumer protection groups in synthesizing evidence and raising awareness of the problem.

Finally, one contributor highlighted how civil society have a role in prioritizing what research needs to be done and how—a point highlighted by an article on implementation research in Latin America and the Caribbean focused on approaches bringing health system decision-makers together with researchers to collaboratively design, produce and apply research evidence (Varallyay et al., 2022).

**Civil society face capacity constraints in generating and using evidence to inform policy**

While conducting research was a way civil society can generate evidence, contributors highlighted that small civil society organizations typically do not have the capacity nor remit to conduct academic research using rigorous methods. To overcome this shortcoming in capacity, contributors suggested that CSOs could collaborate with research institutions.

**Political economy factors have significant impact on uptake and influence of evidence from civil society**

A sound understanding of the political economy factors\(^2\) affecting policy-making can help explain why civil society is able to successfully inform and influence health policy in some areas while not in others (Ho et al., 2022). While ‘evidence’ may indicate one course of action, policy makers may opt for a different decision guided by values and interests. For example, one contributor shared experience with attempts by civil society to reverse a government policy in the Kurdistan Region to generate revenue by charging private market fees for public services after 1PM. Civil society attempted to inform this decision with a wide range of evidence sources:

“A number of civil society organisations came together to advocate against this policy. We had meetings with policy makers including the ministry of health and the health committee of the Parliament. We provided evidence regarding the negative impact of such policy on people's financial wellbeing. We offered real life examples of people who had to sell properties, lands, borrow money... etc to pay for healthcare. We cited World Bank research that suggested that out of pocket healthcare expenditure was one of the main causes of impoverishment in Iraq. We presented evidence about the impact this policy will have on the failure to achieve SDGs and UHC in the country. We also offered suggestions on how to raise revenues, pool them and spend them in a more efficient manner.” (medical doctor, Iraq/United Kingdom)

Despite the broad evidence base that civil society could rely on to motivate the reversal of the policy, the government stuck to their decision. The contributor cited political economy factors such as the power of doctors and nurses who supported the government policy and the influence of strong interest groups that opposed alternate revenue sources like taxes on tobacco, alcohol and sugar. At

---

\(^2\) «Political economy» is a term that has different definitions and interpretations, but generally revolves around the influence of politics, power and resources on policy making. One of the leading scholars in the field of political economy analysis of health reforms, Michael Reich, defines political economy in the following way: “Political economy can be broadly defined as the study of both politics and economics, specifically the interactions between them and their consequences for specific outcomes of interest” Reich, M. R. (2019). Political economy analysis for health. *Bulletin of the World Health Organization*, 97(8), 514.
the same time, the presence and advocacy of civil society likely mitigated further inequity impacts, indicating the value of fostering civil society participation.

From your perspective, what are promising practices for creating greater space for civil society participation in health policy processes and for using evidence from civil society more effectively to improve health policymaking for UHC at national and global level?

Publications described experiences with different mechanisms used to promote the voice of people who are typically under-represented in health policy-making

- One addressed the use of elected representatives and open public meetings in building accountability among leaders to the populations they serve (Vian et al., 2020), with a contributor highlighting that “even if there is willingness to be accountable, there may be limited ability to deliver accountability”
- One addressed the strength of India’s village health sanitation and nutrition committees in promoting evidence-informed decision-making, highlighting the need for training, infrastructure and financial resources in filling key gaps in performance (Sharma et al., 2021)
- One contributor highlighted a series of papers published in the journal International Journal of Health Governance that described positive and negative experiences with civil society participation in health policy processes on the national and sub-national level (Ashraf & Ong, 2021; Khodayari-Zarnaq et al., 2019; Rendalls et al., 2019; Sharma et al., 2021)

The need for support to and skills among policy makers was highlighted.

Conclusion

The HIFA thematic discussion on inclusive, responsive and accountable decision-making processes for health systems strengthening and universal health coverage inspired a rich discussion highlighting the need to critically examine how civil society is involved in health policy processes, the mechanisms for achieving this goal and the value this involvement brings. Contributors shared empirical examples and literature covering a wide range of perspectives on these questions. The insights from this discussion will be made publicly available and will inform the development of a qualitative evidence synthesis on the use of evidence by civil society in health policy processes.
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